
INTRODUCTION
Salivary gland tumours represent about 3% of all and
5% of head and neck tumours.1 About 80% of these
tumours arise in the parotid gland, 10% in the
submandibular and remaining 10% are distributed in the
sublingual and minor salivary glands.2

Parotid is the major salivary gland having the superficial
and deep lobe with facial nerve running between the two
lobes.3 The facial nerve after emerging from the
stylomastoid foramen runs for a short distance before
entering into the parotid gland at its posteromedial
surface.4 In the parotid gland, the nerve divides into two
major trunks; temporo-zygomatic and cervico-facial,

which in turn divide into terminal branches within the
parotid gland.

Benign tumours are more common in parotid gland,
making about 80% of all and 80% of these are
pleomorphic adenoma, followed by Warthin's tumour
and monomorphic adenoma.5 Superficial lobe is the
main site where about 80% of tumours arise.6 Sudden
increase in size, pain or facial palsy are ominous signs
and signifies malignancy, tuberculosis or sarcoidosis.7

Treatment of choice for these benign parotid tumours is
surgery; superficial parotidectomy for tumours arising
from the superficial lobe and total parotidectomy with
preservation of facial nerve for recurrent tumours and
tumours arising from the deep lobe.8 As the facial nerve
and its branches are in intimate relation with the parotid
gland, its trauma is the major concern in parotid
surgery.9 Its identification, protection and preservation is
the key to successful parotid surgery.9,10

The risk of facial nerve trauma during surgery increases
for recurrent tumours and in total parotidectomy, where
deep lobe is also removed. The most common
complication of parotid surgery is facial nerve palsy,
particularly of the marginal mandibular nerve.11
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Transient nerve weakness following parotidectomy is not
an uncommon event, however, recovery is expected in
most cases within 6 months after surgery.9 The
incidence of nerve palsy is higher in total parotidectomy
than in superficial parotidectomy, which may be related
to stretch injury or as a result of surgical trauma to vasa
nervosum. Neuropraxia is reported in about 8 - 46% of
benign parotid surgeries. Marginal mandibular nerve is
the branch most commonly damaged during parotid
surgeries.11

The factors affecting the frequency of facial nerve
trauma during surgery are surgical skill, method of
identification of facial nerve and the use of facial nerve
stimulator.

The aim of this study was to document the frequency
and nature of facial nerve dysfunction following surgical
treatment of benign parotid tumours in the setup.

METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out at the ENT Department of
Karachi Medical and Dental College and Abbasi
Shaheed Hospital and Ziauddin University Hospital,
Karachi, from 1990 to 2010. Clinical data of all patients
was collected who had undergone surgery for benign
parotid gland tumours during this period and reviewed
for site and morphological pattern, presentation, age and
gender distribution, primary or recurrent, surgical
procedure and complications, particularly the facial
nerve dysfunction. Antegrade method was used for
nerve identification in most of the cases except in some
recurrent tumours and difficult cases, where retrograde
method was used. Nerve stimulator was not used.

The nature/severity of facial nerve dysfunction was
assessed in term of its nature, transient or permanent,
complete or incomplete, branches involved and
recovery. The average follow-up was two years.

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software
version 15 was used for all data analysis. Frequency
and percentages were given for proportion or categorical
variables.

RESULTS
Out of 235 patients, 159 (67.65%) were female and 76
(32.35%) were male with female to male ratio of 2:1. Age
ranged from 18 to 70 years with mean age of 34 years.
Pleomorphic adenoma was the most common tumour,
(194 cases 82.6%) followed by Warthin's tumour in 21
cases (8.9%, Figure 1). Out of 194 pleomorphic
adenoma, 138 (71%) were found in female and 56
(29%) cases in male. Superficial lobe was the site of
involvement in 191 (81%) and 44 (19%) cases were
found to be arising from the deep lobe. Of these, 23
cases were recurrent tumours and 08 cases had
anatomical variation of facial nerve. Superficial

parotidectomy was done in 188 cases and extended
parotidectomy in 47 cases. Frequency of facial nerve
palsy in each group is given in Table I.

In the immediate postoperative period, facial nerve
function was normal in 169 (72%) patients and nerve
dysfunction was observed in 66 (28%) patients.
Complete paresis involving all the branches of facial
nerve was seen in 25 (10.6%) patients and 41 (17.4%)
patients were having incomplete dysfunction.

Marginal mandibular branch of facial nerve was involved
in 57 (86.3%) of cases. Of these, 62 (26.3%) recovered
except 04 (1.7%) patients, who had permanent facial
nerve dysfunction. Two patients each had marginal
mandibular branch and complete facial palsy.

DISCUSSION
Complications of parotid surgery are diverse but the
facial nerve damage or dysfunction is the major concern
in parotid surgery and complete excision with minimal
damage to nerve is one of the primary objective.8

In this study of 235 patients, female dominates with
female to male ratio of 2:1 and the mean age was 34
years. The same female to male ratio of 2:1 was found
by Awan whereas Rehman in his study reported F:M of
1.4:1 and the mean age of 40 years.12,13

Pleomorhic adenoma was the most common tumour and
about 80% were arising from the superficial lobe. This is
in accordance with local and international literature
which report pleomorphic adenoma of 75 - 85% and
involvement of superficial lobe in about 70 - 90%.5,6,14

Figure 1: Morphological pattern of parotid gland tumours.

Table I: Surgical procedures and frequency of facial nerve palsy.

Frequency Percent Frequency of 

nerve palsy

Valid superficial parotidectomy 188 80.0 43 (23%)

Total parotidectomy 47 20.0 23 (49%)

Total 235 100.0 66 patients



Nouraei found only 42% of pleomorphic adenoma and
30% Warthin's tumours in his study, higher than reported
in other studies.6,15,16

In this study, facial nerve function immediately after
surgery, was normal in 72% of cases and facial nerve
dysfunction was observed in 28%. Rehman observed
26.6% temporary facial weakness in his series of
parotidectomies,13 compared to 27% observed by
Ellingson et al., Ramadan observed 34% transient facial
weakness.17 Adeyoma et al.18 observed it in 30% of
cases, Nouraei et al.15 observed transient weakness in
40% of cases and Gaillard et al. in 42%.19 On the
contrary, El-Shakhs et al.4 observed temporary facial
palsy in only 16.6% of parotidectomies and his 84%
cases were normal after surgery and so were 18.5% by
Malik and Bova.20,21 Surprisingly, the frequency of
temporary facial weakness was quite low about 8% in a
big series of 934 parotidectomies at the university of
Erlemgan Germany between 2000-2008.22

Frequency of permanent facial palsy in our series was
1.7% whereas in other studies it ranges from 2% to 10%
and 11%.10,15,16,20,22 However, Gaillard et al. found no
facial weakness after 6 months in his study of 131
benign parotid surgeries.19 It is in accordance with the
literature which shows 0 - 10% rate of permanent facial
weakness.23

Frequency of facial nerve dysfunction both temporary
and permanent was lower in superficial parotidectomy
23% as compared to total parotidectomy 49% and
recurrent tumours 65%. Same high frequency of 71% for
total parotidectomy was observed by Rehman,13 40% by
Ramadan17 and 60.5% by Gaillard.19 Recurrent benign
tumour surgery was also associated with a high
frequency of facial weakness by these authors ranging
from 37 to 50%.4,17

Marginal mandibular branch was the most common
nerve involved in 86.3% of cases. In the study by
Rehman, marginal mandibular nerve was involved in
90% of cases and zygomatic in 54% of cases.13

There have been many theories trying to explain the
facial nerve dysfunction after its anatomical preservation
in parotid surgery. This may be due to mechanical
trauma such as crushing, compression and stretching
during surgery or due to the ischemic injury as a result
of nerve dissection from its surrounding. Dulguerov et al.
concluded that nerve stretching may be the most
probable etiology of facial nerve dysfunction after its
anatomical preservation.24

Frequency of facial nerve dysfunction may also be
related to the technique of nerve identification, but
recent evidences suggest no difference in the rate of
temporary and permanent nerve dysfunction between
antegrade and retrograde techniques.25

CONCLUSION
Pleomorphic adenoma was the most common benign
tumour and superficial lobe was the main site harbouring
these tumours. The frequency of temporary and
permanent facial nerve dysfunction is 62 (26.3%) and 4
(1.7%) respectively in 235 consecutive parotidectomies
for benign parotid gland tumours. High incidence of
facial nerve dysfunction is found in recurrent and deep
lobe tumours. Low incidence of facial nerve dysfunction
was found in superficial lobe pleomorphic adenoma.
Nerve monitoring is not necessary except in recurrent
tumours.
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